
A N N E  M A R S E L L A
Cooking with Djamila

I climb up 
to the sixth 

floor...
LESSON 1 - GOING W ITH  TH E  GRAIIU

I climb up to the sixth floor and ring Djamila’s doorbell. 
Immediately I am ushered in. Sprinkled with orange flower water as 
I am a guest, a guest student. There are some six women already 
there, ail of them in satin or velveteen gowns, ail of them in various 
stages of labour and repose on cushions and poufs. Have they come 
for cooking class too? Djamila introduces me as the Nazarene and 
I am pulled down onto a low couch by a young woman named Leila. 
Leila smiles at me and offers me a plate of dates. From Algeria! she 
says. Not Tunisia! These are the good ones! Nazarenes eat dates too. 
Eat! I pluck a date from the plate obediently. Its skin is light golden 
in color and its inner flesh honey sweet. Have some of these says 
another girl who looks exactly like Djamila except for the glasses. 
Daughter? I wonder. No, niece, I am told. Niece Sarrah offers cakes 
stuffed with fig mincemeat. I take one and wonder now where to put 
my date pip. Leila holds out a plump hand. Here! I hesitate for only 
a second. Glearly there is no shame in any of this. I feel small, 
cushioned against Leila's hams, but queenly too — everything cornes 
to me on a plate. Yet another hand brings me a glass of mint tea. 
You’re givingthe Nazarene that glass? questions someone. It seems 
to be Niece Sarrah. The glass bears the picture of a great and distant 
mosque. The mosque is gold. Please, I say. It will be an honour. I try 
imagining a wine glass with the Cathedral of Chartres painted on it. 
It would be for tourists, I thought. A disappointment. Nothing like 
this one which is for believers.

Suddenly the doorbell rings. Djamila says something to 
ail the women in Arabie. It sounds to me like an order and is 
immediately obeyed. The women fumble in their purses and pull out 
scarves which they then attach to their heads so that no lock of hair
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is seen. On the arm rest of the couch is a pillow case that one of the 
women has been mending. Having no other recourse, I quickly pull 
this over my head like a surrogate veil. It will do, I see. The important 
thing is to mind Djamila. It is part of cooking class. The incipient 
stage.

Oh the Nazarene! Leila is pointing at me with a laughing 
finger. A chorus of mirth joins in. The veils are singing, but only 
for a moment. Djamila hushes them immediately from Pisgah, a 
foot-high stool upon which she stands to look through the door’s 
peep hole and behold the promised man. In cornes Mohammed, not 
the Prophet but perhaps a profiteer. Mohammed is Djamila’s son, 
a tall, fine-boned lad dressed in leather. He is here to ask for alms. 
Djamila pulls a 200 franc bill from her brassiere and wraps his hand 
around it. Go my son. God be willing, you will one day have a wife. 
Mohammed leaves and the veils come off, are stuffed back in 
purses. Leila pulls mine from off my head and swats me with it.
Leila! Look how you treat the Nazarene! It is Djamila admonishing. 
Leila laughs and takes my hands playfully. Shall I read your palm? 
But there is no time for clairvoyance. An immense plastic bowl with 
a mock wood veneer is set on the coffee table. Niece Sarrah pours a 
5 kilo bag of semolina into it. Ablution! cries out Djamila. Leila 
nudges me and I take the eue, get up and go into the bathroom for 
hand washing. The soap is made of rose glycerin. Leila, who is 
washing too, tells me the rose scent perfumes the couscous. When 
I leave the bathroom, Niece Sarrah is holding a bottle of olive oil. 
Djamila raises the paring knife. The preliminaries are over. 
Couscous class has begun.

We wet the grain, we oil the grain, we steam the grain.
We wet the grain, we oil the grain, we steam the grain. And so on.
A concerto for six hands. Six hands play the grain. Djamila conducts 
with a free finger. It is only by a knowing touch that the passage 
from stone to willing wheat is made surely, without fail. The music 
is inconséquent to the process after ail. Except that it is pleasurable. 
And can pleasure ever be called inconséquent? It is the music that 
sustains us. For several hours, the time that it takes the grain to 
swell. No one seems to mind the time after ail. Not in this low- 
riding parlour which is on the sixth floor but close to the ground 
nevertheless. The minutes are not stern soldiers a-marching but 
dates on a plate, regaled at leisure. Ripe not lazy. I see I might stay 
here through to the evening and continue to ripen but obligation 
calls me away. I thank the ladies and bid them goodbye. Djamila 
gives me the fruit of our labour in two Tupperware containers. Come 
next week, and I will teach you to préparé mutton head. Inshalla!
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LESSON 2 - G ETTIN G  TH E  SIZE WICHT

Today I go to Djamila's for pigeon pie class. Have never 
eaten pigeon myself but Djamila swears by it. She recommends it 
especially to parents of virgin girls refusing the hand of marriage as it 
softens the female heart and wears down ail willfulness in the hour 
following its consumption. It is a Moroccan dish, she explained, and 
a spécial friend of hers from the impérial city of Fès would teach the 
class. I was looking forward to this lesson, but when I arrived at 
Djamila's I was too late. "Pigeon pie?” she repeated after me, 
lowering her brow. "That was last week! Where were you last week? 
Today we are making a circumcision gown for the joy of Leila's heart. 
He is seven and it is time. Gome in. We will be needingyou.”

And so I am invited in to that pouffy parlor, filled again 
with ladies in recline and repose. She's about the right size, I hear 
someone say. Is that a thirty-four? I ask. Leila's boy is veiy big, 
explains a cousin, Naima. The circumcision should have been done 
last year, due to his size, but there is no telling Leila such things. 
Leila, corrects Djamila, follows the prescriptions of the Koran. She 
follows the straight path and is not distracted by sizes and shapes! 
Suddenly I feel veiy small and true, as if my shape does not matter in 
the least, as if it has been passed ovér by Allah Himself as something 
indeterminate and of meager âge. I think of the book Little Women 
and begin to wonder just how little those March sisters really were. 
Does Allah really not care? Size, I begin to think, is eveiything. In the 
Bible there were giants and ail the giants but Goliath were great men. 
Moses was 14 feet tall, Noah 111. Why was this so? Were there giant 
women too? No, it seems there were not. Or if there were, they were 
folded at the knees and put away before the stoiy was told. God, 
indeed, seems veiy concerned with size.

I stand still as the green velvet frock is pulled over my head 
and pins make their way around the hems. I am made to hold my 
arms out to the side. I am the Nazarene, a model for Muslims, turning 
my cheeks for each swipe of the hand. But my actions are meaningless 
here in the home of Djamila. I am more like a clown than a martyr 
and a fig is stuffed in my mouth. The ladies are cajoling me. They 
laugh and invite me to laugh with them at this enterprise which is 
sewing the circumstantial garment for the boy-child whose 
private-skin will be eut from him in a fortnight. It is God who 
wants it and shall have it. Or so it is said. In my own heart, I say a 
prayer for the lad, for it seems unfair to separate the skins that 
nature knit together so pleasurably. Too pleasurably? Finally ail the 
pins are in place and the garment is carefully pulled over my head
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and given to Cousin Nadia who sews ready-made pieces of golden 
brocade onto it. The boy will be beautiful when he is brought down; 
the women see to it. Like a prince or a soldier. Will you be coming to 
the circumcision? someone asks. It is a great party, not unlike a 
wedding. A hundred people will be coming. The boy will be veiy 
spoiled. Have you taught him, Leila, that he must not ciy? Djamila 
who is all-knowing speaks. She claims that none of her sons shed a 
tear with the tear. Not one! I go into the kitchen to help Leila préparé 
tea. No, I hear someone say, It was you who cried Djamila.

"Did I? Now that I do not remember” .
Ail the ladies but Naima stop their industiy for tea. I eye 

them carefully, sizing them up gently. They may not be tall, but they 
are large to be sure. Multiple motherhoods and the roomy robes they 
wear have widened their girth. Here, I see, are ladies who bring the 
sky down to the earth rather than reach out preposterously to the 
heavens. The heavens, in any case, would not heed their beckoning 
arms. They have been told this time and again. Instead they sift, 
shaking the celestial laws as they descend through their sieves, 
refining and forgetting. Here is work that giants cannot do. One must 
be close to the ground. And like the ground too.

Thankyou Djamila! Thankyou sisters! I say before taking 
leave. Anyone who has listened to the angels will have learned the 
importance of gratitude. Next week Nazarene. Lamb stew with 
peaches. Remember to bring the fruit! I promise to remember. 
Promise with the help of a God who may or may not be willing. One 
never knows. Best to promise nevertheless.

LESSOIM 3 - M AKING TH E  W EDDING PRESS BIC EIMOUGH

Left my Egyptian dance class and went straight to 
Djamila's for the sewing circle. Brought with me my emerald, belly 
dancing costume for adjustments. Was greeted and rose-water 
sprinkled as usual by the mistress of the house herself. Welcome 
daughter. Come in and set your sewing down. I enter carefully 
stepping around the spread of pale pink satin voluptuously carpeting 
the floor. This, I see, is the wedding dress to be. But for the moment 
it is more like a thick, expensive cream found in a pot, one that can 
be eaten as well as spread into the skin. The bride will be covered and 
soaked in it. Does the Nazarene know how to sew? I make my way 
around the spilt cream and set my bag down at the foot of the couch. 
She has brought her own sewing. Leila, who is calculating her
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yardage, smiles at me. My cousin is a big girl. To cover her is costly. 
There is, I see, some twenty métrés of silk-satin. A woman her size 
can have many children. It is Allah who wants it so. He has given her 
that shape and the appetite to satisfy it. Djamila speaks while pouring 
mint tea into mosque-covered glasses. Niece Sarrah brings out a 
plate of datemeal cakes. It would not harm her to eat one chicken 
less, remarks Leila. Sometimes she will have two at supper. Her 
father is rich but will her husband be able to feed her? Djamila offers 
the tea on a platter. She is mariying the son of a restaurateur is she 
not? And the owner of the finest cake-shop in Gonstantine. She will 
have enough to eat. And her children too, God-be-willing. In the 
meantime we eat cakes in her honour. In honour of the Constantine 
Cousin: a quick toast with the tea. To her health! I say. What is the 
cousin’s name by the way? Fatima! Fatima the Fiancée! This name 
sends my mind through its Marian files. I am reminded of Our Lady 
of Fatima who appeared to the Portuguese children Lucia, Francisco 
and Jacinta in 1918 and nearly had them miss their First Holy 
Communion Class. She warned them of Stalin, the périls of 
Communism to come and told them to say the rosaiy every day. My 
immaculate heart will triumph in the end. I find myself whispering 
the words of O.L. of Fatima on the eve of her last Portuguese 
appearance. What is the Nazarene saying? What’s that? Just some 
famous last words, perhaps best not repeated in mixed company. No, 
there is no point in bringing up Our Lady of Fatima's geopolitical 
prédictions and prayer prescriptions. Ail that is Christian history 
now. May we remember and proceed. The future of the Muslim 
Sisterhood here is our cousin Fatima. Fatima the Fiancée! The 
Constantine Cousin. Soon to be a great mother herself. Due to make 
appearances in the hearts and minds of her children throughout 
their lives, enduringpast her own, god-be-willing. Can I be of help?
I ask setting my tea down on the coffee table. But no one answers me. 
What's in your bag, Nazarene? It is Leila who wants to know. She sees 
a green light arise from it. A  star of sorts. Look. It’s for dancing. I 
pull out the shimmering, reptilian thing. Glamorous dance-wear 
made from siren's skin. Ah! The Nazarene! Does she know how to 
dance? She will dance for us! Niece Sarrah claps her hands. Djamila! 
Some music! Leila reels in her silk-satin. Ail its pinkness goes into a 
basket. Yes, something from Egypt, Djamila! Somethingto dance to.
I wonder for a moment if Djamila will oblige, if she considers the 
proposition Koranically-correct, but see that I am wrongto. She flips 
a switch and the Arabian airs of Radio Orient bring Egypt into the 
low-riding salon. Coin fringed scarves pulled from purses and 
drawers are fastened around hips. Here Nazarene. This one makes
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music. Djamila herself ties a musical wrapper around my hips and 
pushes me gently into the circle of seamstresses. No! The costume. 
Nazarene, put on the costume! I shake my head. No, too large. 
Egyptian size. I spread my arms out wide to give them an idea of the 
girth. But never mind. Put it on Nazarene. Put it on! We will pin you. 
Djamila speaks this time and as guest, I cannot disobey her. I pull on 
the plissé skirt, its top and belt and stand cruciform while the 
Muslim Sisterhood pins me down. Fastens me to belt and bra. 
Beautiful! Now dance Nazarene! Let us seeyou dance! Leila claps to 
the rollicking music. A  Lebanese song now called "Oh Heart, My 
Heart!” Afavourite dance-tune of Beirut's celebrated maie belly- 
dancer, Mousbah Baalbaki. "Anybody can shake his body and get 
money,” Mousbah Baalbaki once said. "But to me dancing is an Art.” 
Yes, if Baalbaki were not an artiste he would have been arrested by 
now. And even so, he continues to eut it close with the moral 
authorities and always dances with a bodyguard near to hip.

Dance, Nazarene! I am being called back to the salon, away 
from sniper-shattered Beirut and its Saturday night fevers. Dance! I 
reply with hip flicked seamstress-ward. Yallah! The ululâtingbegins, 
a three-throated chorus encouraging further and more furious 
shimmy. The contagious kind. The sort that draws up the sodden 
earth through the feet and legs to spin-diy it in the hips. Ah! We can 
clean the soil with our hips. We can! The dancing ladies, the 
daughters of the Eight. I am no longer a soloist but, because of 
costume only, a minor étoile of sorts. I stick out like the thumb of the 
hand. Ail the women dance with an abandon I have not yet learned. 
But I am learning. Those things acquired at home, not in class. Such 
as cooking. And this, I see, is a kind of cuisine. The cookingthat is 
done in a veiy large pot, conducting heat through the very centre of 
things. Ail the mysterious rudiments become alimentary in the 
cauldron. Are consubstantiated by the fire of our hearts. For heat 
rises, does it not? From hip to heart? Ah! And Djamila's smile! Shut 
the curtains for it will set the moon aflame. There is no prescription 
for such a smile, no laws for it. It blooms when the cards are wildly 
shuffled, in moments of delightful disorder. And here the disorder 
lasts. Not through one song, but two, three, four until the music is 
interrupted by an advertising voice which sends the women to the 
poufs and canapé, out of breath and pleased. Five chickens for a 
hundred francs, a side of beef for three hundred, a whole ready-to- 
roast mutton for five hundred, a dozen eggs for twenty... The 
Boucherie A-Salam's bargain list continued on, offering 100% halal 
viands to the hallowed hungiy. But we are not hungiy — the cooks never 
are — although we are ail wearing halos of heat.
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Turn that off! Silence! It is Leila who obeys Djamila this 
time. Not me. I am happy to hear from the Boucherie a-Salam. The 
message helps me practice my Arabian accent. In ten minutes, it is 
time for prayer. Where are the carpets? You are always hiding them 
Sarrah. Djamila lays the cards down fiat and square. Her halo has 
descended and now lies around her neck, giving her voice a gold- 
timbered authority. But can't we pray with the radio? It's convenient 
with the radio muezzin. Sarah is pulling the carpets from behind 
couch. We are not that kind of people. Djamila raises her eyebrow 
like a whip. Please! I am ail pinned into the mermaid skin. Please, 
can someone undo me? Leila cornes and begins unpinning. We 
almost forgot the Nazarene! We almost forgot our guest! She laughs to 
make me feel better. I do feel fine but it is time to go. When the 
Muslims pray the Ghristians stray. I repacked my bag but Djamila 
stopped me. Leave that here. We will take care of it. Leila is veiy good 
at it. Take this. Djamila hands me a bouquet of silk flowers freshly 
washed and spotlessly clean. Thankyou so much Djamila! How can I 
thankyou enough? Thankyou a thousand times! Hugging the gift to 
my chest, I kissed my friends goodbye. Enjoyyour weekend! God- 
be-willing, next week we will sew again. God-be-willing, Goodbye.

LESSOIM 4 - STUFFIMG TH E  FISH

A quick glass of mint tea at Chez Bichi, then over to 
Djamila's for cooking class. Climb up the six floors ail a-puffing. 
Ring the doorbell. It's the Nazarene. I ring again. 0  Infidel! I do not 
at ail adore what you adore. You do not at ail adore what I adore. I do 
not adore what you adore. You do not adore what I adore. You have 
your religion and I have mine. It's best that chapter 109 is clearly 
stated before entiy. If only in a ouija-way. It's the Nazarene. A 
second time. Leila speaks on the other side, the warm, cushioned 
side of the door. The portai opens and I turn my cheeks left and 
right. The kisses are hasty but true. Not Parisian kisses for show only, 
but signs of peace to the infidel. A  glass of mint tea is set before me. 
Pinenuts float at the top. Look! From the port of Casablanca. Just this 
morning. Atwo-foot fish is pulled from a suitcase and plopped on a 
long fiat pan. A  gilt-head, I see, although not golden. Pure silver this 
one. How? I wondered. Who?

On the windowsill! Djamila will have nothing foui her 
home and points her finger window-wise. The briny fish, ripe from 
the journey and its valise, has brought in too much of its port. It's a 
fresh catch! Just this morning! Leila covers it with ice and sets in on 
the wide sill. Pitter patter of rain. Mouktar brought it. You know
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Mouktar? I shook my head. Who? I ask, is it? Djamila’s nephew. The 
son of her sister, Saadia. Just returned from vacation. He's a 
beautiful boy. Would you like to mariy him? Leila slaps my shoulder 
with her plump hand. Runs her fingers through my hair and pulls at a 
lock. Then moves in close. The Nazarene has made herself beautiful 
today. Djamila sets bushels of parsley, coriander, garlic, a bag of 
pinenuts, lemons and olive oil on the low-riding table. She is veiy 
clean. The sign of a good woman. Do not corrupt her. Leila throws 
her hands out at Djamila. Not me! I ’m a good friend of the Nazarene 
sister! Would I ever harm her? Djamila sets down the heavy 
chopping block. Sarrah runs for the knives. That fish must be in the 
oven within the hour. Else, may Allah who is Great forgive us, it will 
perish. As it is best for women not to beg for mercy which is granted 
more favourably and easily unto their brothers than they by the Great 
Allah Himself, we chopped furiously, hammering down on our nuts 
and leaves. To avoid any need of forgiveness which we would most 
certainly not be accorded, we speedily stuffed our fish with the fresh- 
smelling mix. Why this parsimony? I tried to ask. Allah and his 
daughters... But Djamila was too busy to explain. Yet even if she were 
not, she still would not. Explain the why of the matter. Her Koran is a 
what-book, not a why-book. Look! Is he not beautiful? Leila stands 
and holds the platter high, too high for us, who are yet propped on 
cushions, to see really. But we knew we had dressed it splendidly, 
added golden buttons to its silver coat.

Sarrah turns up the radio and lets forth a piercing 
ululation. Leila burps and touches her heart. Praise be to Allah! The 
fish is in the oven before the hour is spent. More tea now and lemon 
cakes. But no one takes a seat, not yet. The music is gaining on us. 
Leila lifts her arms over her head, flicks her hip. Haiwa! The Arabian 
call to joy has us ail lifting our arms. Scarves are distributed and tied 
around hips. Watch the Nazarene dance Egyptian style! I begin with a 
déboulé, then ease into a maytag shimmy. Djamila claps for the 
infidel. She has hers, I have mine, but we both have this! Haiwa!
Leila cups her left ear coyly and undulates. She invites me to do the 
same while Sarrah shimmies her shoulders. I undulate and shoulder 
shimmy so as to dance with both. Djamila joins us with pistol hips.
I add to my dance the pistol hip move. Clearly I am now on my way to 
transcendence. I feel myself slip into that rapturous space. My soul is 
as if rising. Passing through and on its way out. But where is the door 
and will it open when the time cornes? Will my soul have the key?
A siren then. Once, twice it blows. The music cornes down and the 
scarves taken up several knotches, brought up and over the head. 
Djamila looks through the peep hole in the door. I am just
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awakening, coaxing my soul back down the ladder. No time for head 
curtaining. Mouktar! Djamila undoes the bolts and opens for her 
nephew. You are here in time for lunch! We have cooked the fish! She 
ushers him in. But he cannot stay for lunch. He has only come to get 
the suitcase. The suitcase that had the fish in it. Now he is out from 
behind Djamila’s girth and I can see him. Djamila kisses him twice 
on each cheek, pulls his chocolaté brown locks. He is beautiful. As 
beautiful as the rising moon with fine eyes, meeting brows and 
limber limbs. None of the cousins are insensitive to his charms, 
although he is family and should not be noticed in this way. Djamila 
raises her finger to end ail nonsense. Leila, fetch the fish. Sarrah, set 
the table. And the Nazarene? She is introduced to Mouktar. How do 
you do? He smiles slowly. He is well and marvelously tanned. The 
pleasure of gazing upon him is nearly extreme. Leila places the 
cooked fish upon the table, Sarrah sets the plates. You must eat with 
us, Nephew. Our fish is ready. You cannot leave us with your belly 
empty. The nephew protests, then concédés. Is seated next to me on 
a pouf. The fish, now more delightful than the day he lived, certainly 
more fragrant, is served on our plates. Mouktar pours me a glass of 
Fanta soda. I pretend to take a sip but leave the orangish fizz 
untouched. I do not adore what you adore. Unfortunate, for I do wish 
to toast with him on the friendliest of terms. But a Gatholic must 
drink wine with her fish, a Pouilly or a Sancerre, a glass only at the 
noon hour in commémoration of the Virgin Maiy’s accouchement. 
For she gave birth to a fish. IGHTHUS was His name. Since that time, 
red wine is drunk for the sacrifice of the lamb, white for the 
persécution of the fish.

Now our catch, jetted in from Africa on a charter flight, is 
a delicacy beyond compare. An herb-stuffed fondant, butteiy and 
exquisite. Mouktar serves me seconds. He is a man who serves rather 
than waits to be served. A new kind of man, I saw. An Algerian- 
Frenchman who vacations in Morocco where the risk of losing his 
head is nul. We eat quickly without conversing which is the Muslim 
manner of dining. Fanta soda does not loosen the tongue or 
encourage unhurried table-talk. It is nothing like commemorative 
wine. Within minutes we have finished the fish. I must leave you, 
Aunt, and thankyou for your graciousness. Mouktar is standing, 
positioning himself for the door. We stand too, to bid him goodbye. 
He gives us two kisses on each cheek which means he lives in a 
suburb. For the double bise is the suburban manner. In Paris we are 
thriftier, and kisses more costly. There is so much to learn about 
Moutkar but I am learning it. Take her out to dinner, Nephew. She 
needs to eat! The Nazarene ladies are too thin. How do they expect to
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continue? Perhaps they will not. It is hard to know who, at this point, 
will bear it away and who will perish. For the moment we do what we 
can. Say our prayers. Drink our wine.

I stay through the cleaning up, then leave the Muslim 
daughters. Thankyou, dear Djamila. God-be-willing we will do it 
again. Djamila promises a chicken dish with prunes and saffron. If 
Allah wants it so. So Allah will have it. Indeed.

LESSOIM 5 - DRESSIIUG FO R LOVE

Why didn't the Nazarene tell us? She keeps secrets from 
us. Naughty Nazarene! So they knew without my telling them. Women 
have their ways it is true. Leila is pouring mint tea. Her hands are 
rust colored from henna paste. No one notices this but me. Fil keep 
no secrets from you. Fil tell you ail. Sarrah throws a velvet cushion at 
me. Apillow with an olive complexion. He's our favourite, you know. 
We can't mariy him, but you can. Leila is jealous of you! I set the 
pillow on the floor and sit next to Leila on the couch. Are you, Leila? I 
am slapped on the arm and pinched on the thigh. Oh I am Nazarene! 
He was once my kissing cousin. Now he thinks nothing of me. But 
never mind! Allah wants it so. You may have him, Nazarene. He is a 
pearl among men! I do not disagree. Another cushion is flung, 
landing against my heart. Is this the way we treat our guest? Behind 
us we hear waterworks. Djamila exits the ladies room and enters the 
salon. Is this the way we treat the Nazarene? What will she do now 
when we go to her home? Knock our noses with the crucifix? Serve 
her some tea. Where are the cakes? Leila saunters into the kitchen 
and cornes back out with a platter of almond and date cakes. Tunisian 
cakes it seems, brought back from Tunis by a local friend. Not so 
good. Leila frowns. Our Constantine cakes cannot be beaten. The 
Tunis cakes are decorated like Ghristmas ornaments, eut into 
diamonds, frosted white and pink. Tiny, silver confectioners’ balls 
are pressed into them for a tinsel effect.

Plucked a frosted date cake from the tray and popped it in 
my mouth. How is it? I nodded my head. Deliciously sweet, though 
perhaps slightly over-aged. Djamila pours me a cup-o-tea. They are 
only two weeks old, but because they do not know how to make them 
properly in Tunis, they go stale before the month is through. Yet they 
are perfumed with orange flower water which is pleasant. Djamila 
hands me the tea. I take it by the golden minarets, yes at the top of 
the glass so as not to burn my fingertips. I begin to wonder what is 
jest and what is not. I begin to quiz my welcomehood. Is it wrong of
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me to take Mouktar...? But Djamila understood my question even 
before it was finished. On the contrary! We are delighted, daughter! 
True, a Muslim girl might have been better, but a Nazarene who 
believes is also quite welcome. You are a fine young lady with a job. 
Where will you be going tonight? My sister said, but I do not 
remember. I wave my hand Southward. Near the Obelisk of Luxor.
For dinner dancing... Then I reach down to my mannequin bag and 
undo the zipper. Could you help me with my party dress? It just 
needs a few altérations. Nothing too drastic. Perhaps just some 
draping. The women look down at my bag expectantly. Leila can do 
that in no time. Yesterday she turned two nightgowns into a lovely 
maternity smock for the Constantine cousin. Thanks be to Allah our 
cousin Fatima is already pregnant. God be willing it will be a boy! 
Leila takes the bag, now on my lap and pulls out the siren suit. Gets 
up and digs through the fabrics in her sewing basket. Pulls out 
mousselines and silks, brocade and sequined bands. Put on your 
costume Nazarene so that I can pin. Obediently I undress and dress. 
Stand upright and at attention. Leila wraps a piece of green lycra 
voile around my midriff. Cuts and pins. In Egypt, a dancer who shows 
the true skin of her belly is arrested. It is better this way Nazarene.
I see that my belly will be veiled in green. Will there be any way to 
undo it? As the party takes off? Djamila shakes her head. Best not to. 
Then a wide piece of a sari, golden with an emerald green fleur de lys 
motif, is strewn around my shoulders. This too is measured and 
pinned. Off with it Nazarene. Let Leila work. Carefully I stepped out 
of the two piece suit, soon to be a one-piece gown, apparently more 
appropriate for the ballroom. Leila takes it and begins her stitching. 
With a certain gusto for she is good at it. Sewing is Leila's gift. Yet I 
wonder if her jealousy has passed. If this is her réconciliation?
Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes. Yes, fear the Greeks even when they 
bring gifts. But Leila is not a Greek and has no ties to 
Constantinople. She is from Berber land where gifts are given with a 
peaceful heart.

Djamila puts on a live recording of the Oum Koulsoum. 
Like the Egyptian army during the War of Six Days, we are brought 
down by our diva. With our soûls lifted from their niches, we cannot 
be victors either. And yet because there is no reason to be rewing to 
win, we are fine. Leila stitches along. She is able to do two things at 
once: sew and soar. I see why there are so many cushions, for now I 
want to nap. Like the Moors I am inclined to recline after tea. I lie 
down amongst the pillows where dreams are the sweetest, lighter 
than they are upon a bed. Cushion dreams do not have seams, one 
floats in and out of the conscious stuff. I go to Damascus and sit
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beside a gurgling tiled fountain, then come baek when IVe drunk my 
fill. Off to Marrakesh next for a bowl of sweet oranges. There I await 
till Mouktar cornes and leads me to his libraiy. My journeys alight 
and subside. I am like a bird that must have the sea. Tell the 
Nazarene I am done. Wake her up. Leila’s voice is soft but firm, like a 
clock.. Tell her I would like a gift. But I have nothing to offer her now. 
She will have to be patient. Patience pays. I rise from my cushioned 
comfort, refreshed despite ail the travels. What about shoes? Djamila 
leaves the room and cornes back with a pair of green babouches with 
golden appliqués depicting doves upon branches. And a purse? 
Djamila leaves again, returns with a matching evening bag. These are 
from Constantine. Made by my uncle, a veiy well known cobbler. Size 
thirty-eight which is the Nazarene’s size. How right Djamila is! The 
slippers and purse fit perfectly. Nazarene, let me paint your nails. It 
is Sarrah’s offer. A beauty offer which I have to turn down for the 
clock strikes seven. There is no time for a Muslim manicure.
Mouktar awaits me. Bid my farewells and press ail god-be-willing 
bouquets to breast. Promise Leila a cupboard gift, something she can 
sew if she cares to or roomily wear. Maca as-salama! Goodbye! 
Farewell!
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